
 

 

Dear Clients and Friends, April 14
th

, 2008 

 

We recently returned from Spring Break and a day at Busch Gardens in Florida, where the 

children invited me to join them on one of the world‟s great roller coaster rides, innocuously 

known as “Montu”. That one ride was quite enough for me! I was amused to read in the next 

morning‟s edition of USA Today the following: 

“Six180-degree turns. Twelve drops. Sixteen changes of direction. Twenty-seven elevation 

changes. Those stats describe Coney Island‟s famous vertigo-inducing Cyclone roller coaster. 

But it could just as easily describe the hair-raising ride that Wall Street investors have been on 

this year. If you think the stock market has experienced more wild ups and downs than normal 

lately, you‟re right. The broad market hasn‟t seen such wide price swings in 70 years.” 

As fear inducing as the ride on “Montu” may have been I never forgot that given a little time (a 

few hours) I would be fine. And so it is with the markets. Wall Street traders love the ride and 

the volatility for their goal is short-term profits. For the long-term investor what matters is the 

discipline and confidence to stick to a well structured plan knowing that what matters is the 

amount of money available when it is time to be spent.   

The U.S. stock market finished the first three months of the year with its worst losses since the 

third quarter of 2002. The Dow was down 7% for the first quarter, and the Nasdaq down 14.1%. 

The broader S&P 500 lost nearly 10% in the quarter. However on the first day of April the Dow 

recorded its third-biggest point and percentage gain for the year and according to Standard & 

Poor‟s the best opening day for a second quarter since 1938. There is a lot of cash on the 

sidelines and a record level in money-market funds. Whether we are seeing a „bottoming‟ here 

remains to be seen. What is clear, however, is that until investors start to feel comfortable that 

there‟s no other shoe to drop with one of the banks it will be hard for the market to start a new 

uptrend.  

As depressing as the news has been of late, and there has certainly been more gloom to the 

economic news in the last quarter than we have seen for some time, I think it is important to keep 

a perspective. A recent article in a British property magazine entitled “Time to live the American 

dream” should help us understand where we are: “My savings are about to go west and I couldn‟t 

be happier about it…Even allowing for the recent market corrections, only one major asset class 



in the world – everything from commodities to contemporary art – has actually declined in value 

since 2000: the US dollar. In seven years its worth (to those of us fortunate enough to be paying 

in sterling) has plummeted by roughly a third. Even if it has further to fall, now could still be a 

very good time for the shrewd investor to start putting a little money into US property”. Even 

with oil at record levels the indomitable entrepreneurial spirit of this country and an optimistic 

future is reiterated in Warren Buffett‟s letter in the recent annual report of Berkshire Hathaway: 

“Despite our country‟s many imperfections and unrelenting problems of one sort or another, 

America‟s rule of law, market-responsive economic system, and belief in meritocracy are almost 

certain to produce ever-growing prosperity for its citizens”. While we may not yet be out of the 

woods I am encouraged that with the help of the Federal Reserve our markets are dealing with 

their problems as expeditiously as they can. With that in mind the managers, funds and strategies 

we employ on your behalf have the qualities of proven long-term records that are designed to 

provide diversification and the returns necessary to help achieve the financial goals we have set. 

If you have an account with Schwab Institutional we have enclosed our report on the 

performance and allocation of those holdings. For those with accounts in the Diversified Trust 

Funds held at State Street you will be receiving a similar report directly from them. 

As always let us know if you have any questions or would like to meet to discuss changes to 

your financial circumstances. 

All of us at Nicholas Hoffman & Company appreciate the opportunity to serve you, your families 

and their financial needs and thank you for your continued support.  

 

With best wishes, 

 

 


